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Abstract: This study aimed to demonstrate the application of process mining on video data of pigs,
facilitating the analysis of behavioral patterns. Video data were collected over a period of 5 days
from a pig pen in a mechanically ventilated barn and used for analysis. The approach in this study
relies on a series of individual steps to allow process mining on this data set. These steps include
object detection and tracking, spatiotemporal activity recognition in video data, and process model
analysis. Each step gives insights into pig behavior at different time points and locations within
the pen, offering increasing levels of detail to describe typical pig behavior up to process models
reflecting different behavior sequences for clustered datasets. Our data-driven approach proves
suitable for the comprehensive analysis of behavioral sequences in conventional pig farming.
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1. Introduction

Process mining is a well-established method for gaining insight into data by structuring
it into a sequence of activities, known as a process model [1]. The method has been
successfully applied to various domains, including healthcare, finance, and manufacturing
and is mainly used to identify bottlenecks or compliance issues within processes. Although
process mining has been primarily used in the business context, it can also provide benefits
for disciplines dealing with high volumes and veracity of data, such as life or natural
science. These disciplines, however, often require a structured approach to answering
process-related questions, like in our scenario, to identify behavior patterns for groups
of animals.

Observing alterations in the behavior processes of pigs can be a helpful tool for ana-
lyzing and evaluating animal behavior, animal health and environmental impact. However,
most approaches on identifying pig behavior based on video data so far mostly focus on
single specific activities e.g., feeding/drinking recognition, tail biting, playing behavior, or
aggression recognition [2].

Different lying patterns of pigs can be identified with computer vision-based moni-
toring to give an indication of animal health, welfare and thermal comfort state of group-
housed pigs indicating climate conditions in mechanically ventilated barns. Likewise
observations of activity and feed intake, which vary depending on different climate condi-
tions, support the control of the above [3].

Analyzing the feeding behavior of pigs supports the indication of health issues and
can play an important role in the breeding process. Methods of identifying feeding behavior
based on video data have been published with a good success rate [4].
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Behavior changes, like slowdown and weakening, can be used as an early warning indi-
cator of pathological infections. Detecting these behavioral changes as part of surveillance in
real-time supports farms in their monitoring tasks [5]. Studies of Bergamini et al., 2021 [6]
have shown that general behavioral changes can also be extracted from large computer-
vision datasets and mark long-term changes in five fundamental individual behavior
patterns. Those effects on general behavior such as lying, moving, feeding, drinking and
eliminating, are also relevant in terms of, environmental impact. Pigs are known to have the
ability to structure their pens into functional areas for elimination, feeding, and sleeping if
certain conditions in terms of, e.g., space allowance are met. This behavior is influenced by
their innate need for hygiene and comfort, as well as their social hierarchies and patterns of
use. Studies have shown that pigs tend to establish clear boundaries between elimination
and sleeping areas, with the former being located at a distance from the latter [7]. Feed-
ing areas, on the other hand, are often located near both elimination and sleeping areas,
reflecting their importance in the daily routine of pigs [8]. Self-structured pig pens consist
of a defined soiling area in which normal eliminatory behavior takes place [7]. In case of
deviating elimination behavior due to changes in pig density, partition type or changes
in climate conditions [8,9] potentially increased ammonia emissions that will negatively
influence the environmental impact related to the size of the soiled area corresponds to the
released ammonia emissions [10].

Also, the early detection of health and welfare compromises such as the identification
of clinical and subclinical illnesses can be observed based on recognized general behavioral
changes in pigs with results from video data [11,12]. Similar reports exist for the analysis
of social interactions such as agonistic behavior after regrouping as an early indicator of
mismatches within the group [13–15].

This paper proposes to use process mining as a method to identify behavioral patterns
of fattening pigs and the related processes from video data. The goal is to demonstrate
that process mining can be a valuable tool for understanding the behavior of pigs in their
behavior sequences and gaining additional information in a temporal, spatial resolution
about the division of the pen in functional areas compared to the state-of-the art method.
This publication explains the step-by-step approach leading to the evaluation through the
method of process mining. It systematically demonstrates the procedure by which the
analysis unfolds. The individual stages include: (1) identification of process activities,
(2) identification of distinct behavioral patterns and assessment of their accuracy, (3) depic-
tion of behavioral patterns in temporal and spatial resolution, and (4) transformation of
behavioral patterns into process models.

The methodology in this paper is generally based on the approach presented in [16]
and extends it in terms of adapting the methodology to a real-life use case, an improved
evaluation, and an in-depth discussion of the analysis results. In [16], the identical video
dataset was used to evaluate the proposed methods, with brief analysis results related to
their capability to produce meaningful outcomes. This paper demonstrates the adapted
approach for analyzing video recordings of fattening pigs in subsequent steps of the data-
driven approach to extract valuable information about their overall behavior and behavior
sequences. The data-driven approach’s results can aid in improving decision-making
regarding pig behavior sequences.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Animals and Housing

Video recordings of fattening pigs were recorded at the Teaching and Research Facility
Futterkamp of the Schleswig-Holstein Chamber of Agriculture. In total, 1400 Pigs were
housed in 14 compartments in the experimental barn on site. Each compartment was
mechanically ventilated and subdivided into ten pens (five per side—one behind another,
divided by an inspection walkway) each 4.08 m wide × 2.74 m long, each consisting of
11 pigs. Thus, each pig had 1.02 m2 of space at its disposal.
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All fattening pigs were reared in conventional pig pens with mechanical ventilation.
The space allowance in this investigation was clearly above the minimum set by the
European or German legislation based on live weight [17,18]. Insufficient space can cause
negative social behavior toward penmates, resulting in skin lesions, lameness, tail biting, or
reduced growth [19]. In addition to the space allowance the behavior of fattening pigs can
be influenced by various factors, such as diurnal rhythms, feeding, social interactions, and
environmental conditions. All conditions were kept unchanged during the testing period
to minimize external interferences.

The barn climate in the study period was not influenced by the study, but followed
the parameters of the study barn used in practice.

The white fluorescent tube lights were switched on during the daytime (06:00–16:00
o’clock). All pens were equipped with fully-slatted concrete floors and an under-floor
slurry pit. Pigs were fed up to seven times per day (feeding times: 07:33, 09:25, 10:50, 12:31,
14:52, 16:52 on all days and additionally at 17:44 on the first two days) with a predefined
amount of liquid feed in a long trough system, giving enough feeding space for all pigs
to simultaneously have access to the trough. In general, the feeding ratio was adjusted in
three phases according to the weight of the animals (early 25 kg, middle 40 kg, late 70 kg).
During the investigations all pigs were fed with the first feed. As enrichment material sisal
ropes were attached to one wall of the pen.

A sketch of the pen design with details like position of feeding trough as well as the
position of the cameras within the compartment can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Floor plan of compartment 6 with the camera (A) facing pen 68 which was used for video
recording. (B) Position of the feeding trough.

The 11 boars of Topigs, PIC and DK genetic in pen #68 were on average 107.6 d
(SD 4.3 d) and weighed 56.06 kg (SD 5.25 kg). All pigs were randomly distributed evenly
among the compartments according to genetics and weight.

2.2. Video Recordings

To monitor the behavior of pigs, a video recording setup was used consisting of
a camera and an HDD receiver unit ANNKE H500 (ANNKE Security Technology Inc.,
Rowland Heights, CA, USA). The camera was positioned facing the pigs This placement
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allowed for a comprehensive view of almost the entire pigpen and captured the movements
of the pigs. Due to the low ceiling level the cameras were positioned at a height of
approximately 2.9 m above the floor and angled downward at 45◦ to ensure that almost the
entire pen was captured in the field of view. The cameras were set to a resolution of 1080 p
and a frame rate of 12.5 frames per second. This setting allowed for clear and detailed
recordings of the pigs’ behavior. The cameras were also set to infrared mode to capture the
recordings in low-light conditions which was the case as soon as the lights were turned off.
All video recordings were stored in the HDD receiver unit in a format that was compatible
with the software used for data analysis.

The video recordings were taken in the time period from 12 November 2021 to
10 December 2021 between 06:00 am and 06:00 pm. This time period was chosen because
it covered the majority of the pigs’ active hours as activity level significantly decreases
during night hours [20]. The recordings were taken continuously without interruption to
ensure that no behavior was missed.

2.3. Preprocessing of Video Data

First, the video recordings were prepared by (1) selecting the video segments relevant
to the analysis being conducted and (2) organizing the selected video segments into a
structured dataset according to a uniform format. Since the purpose of the analysis does
not impose any restrictions on the time of day or location of the behaviors to be monitored,
all recordings were in principle relevant. However, final recordings from five consecutive
days (13 November 2021–17 November 2021) were selected and all other recordings were
excluded from the analysis, as processing resources were limited and these selected days
were sufficient to capture representative behaviors.

The selected video recordings, which were split into multiple video files per day due
to the recording setup, were consolidated into a single file per selected day. To reduce
processing time, the 1080 px resolution of the video data was reduced to 854 × 480 px.
While downscaling video data significantly reduces processing time for video analysis,
excessive downscaling can result in loss of information (e.g., due to small objects becoming
blurred in the images). For the analysis in this study, small details were negligible, because
the analysis of broad behavioral classes did not require fine-grained details to distinguish
different variants of the same class, and therefore the downscaling to 854× 480 px promised
to be an appropriate solution. Since the models used later for activity recognition required
a frame rate of 30 fps as input, videos were resampled to that framerate using FFmpeg
(FFmpeg project). The recordings also captured some behavior in neighboring pig pens. To
reduce noise in processing and the analysis, a static mask was overlaid over the video files,
so that only the targeted pig pen was visible.

To quantify the amount of activity visible in a video sequence without having to
actually detect the movement and execute activities of the pigs, a custom activity score
based on pixel changes between frames were used [21]. To calculate the activity score
during a given video, frames are sampled at a fixed rate and compared to the previously
sampled frame. Each frame was divided into a 20 × 20 grid and the mean values for
each grid were calculated at a fixed sampling rate of one frame every 30 s. Due to the
different lighting conditions during the day, each frame was converted to a grayscale
image before performing the calculations. The activity score was then calculated as the
sum of the absolute differences of the pixel values of each corresponding grid between
two sampled frames. The values were smoothed using a moving average with a window
size of 60 samples, which means that the final activity score at a given point in time takes
into account values from its past and future 15 min. Depending on the goal of the analysis,
the activity score could be used to filter out irrelevant segments of the video recordings
(e.g., segments where generally a low amount of activity is observed).
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2.4. Detection and Tracking

The next step of the analysis involved detecting the positions of pigs in the video and
tracking pigs throughout the video recordings. For pig detection, a dataset of 614 annotated
images was created by randomly sampling frames from the full set of video recordings and
manually labeling the pigs visible in these frames with bounding boxes.

This data set was randomly split into training and validation sets at an 80:20 split.
The training data set was used to finetune a YOLOv7 classifier [22], which was pre-trained
on ImageNet [23]. By using the parameters of a network pretrained on ImageNet and
fine-tuning for the custom task (in our case the pig detection), the amount of required
training images was significantly reduced compared to training from scratch [24].

For multiple object tracking, a ByteTrack tracker [25] was used. ByteTrack is a tracking-
by-detection method, i.e., it uses detections provided by a separate object detector and
correlates the detections across frames through internal motion models. This provides
the flexibility to easily adapt the tracker to new settings and use cases, which can be
implemented by simply adapting the object detector to the new setting (e.g., a different
camera perspective, architecture, or species) [26].

2.5. Activity Recognition (Labeling of Animal Behavior)

The next step after localizing and tracking the pigs is the detection of their activities.
To support the transferability of our approach to other settings and analysis goals, a
generic activity recognition was required allowing to detect multiple concurrent behaviors
occurring in a video. Most existing methods, however, for pig behavior recognition either
allow the detection of single activities or specific groups of activities [2]. Of those solutions
that are able to detect multiple different activity classes, most still use activity-specific
assumptions and algorithms (e.g., a pig with its head positioned at a known position of
a drinker is classified as drinking in [6]). To reduce the need to explicitly impose any
assumptions into the activity recognition, we selected a deep learning method based on
CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks) that learns to detect activities based on labeled
training examples of activities occurring in a video. In particular, SlowFast [27] was used
for spatio-temporal action detection, which is a task from computer vision concerned with
detecting the activities concurrently performed by multiple objects in a video.

Li et al., 2020 [28] showed that spatio-temporal CNNs can successfully be applied
to pig behavior recognition. They specifically optimized the design of a SlowFast-based
CNN for pig behavior recognition. In their evaluation, this design significantly improved
accuracy for unseen settings (e.g., a camera perspective different from those observed
in the training set), but the accuracy was comparable to more generic network designs
(if the setting is similar in training and inference). Generally, networks pre-trained on
Kinetics [29], which is a video dataset of activities performed by humans, performed better
than the non-pre-trained networks, with the exception of the network specially designed
for pig behavior recognition.

As for the analysis in this study, the setting of the training and analysis videos was
identical, we chose to use a generic SlowFast 4 × 16 network pre-trained on Kinetics. A
custom training dataset was prepared by sampling short video sequences from the full
set of video recordings, containing both RGB and infrared segments as well as segments
with high and low general activity. The behavior observed in these training sequences
was manually annotated by a trained observer according to the behavior classes defined
in Table 1, resulting in a total of 9240 annotated samples of activities. This dataset was
divided into 70:30 training/validation splits, and used to fine-tune the pre-trained SlowFast
4 × 16 model. Pre-training using the dataset provided by Bergamini et al., 2021 [6] was
also evaluated, but did not yield any significant improvements in training convergence
speed or quality.
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Table 1. Behaviors of pigs and the respective definitions as used in the dataset.

Behavior Definition

lying Pig in a resting position, typically lying down on the side of the trunk or
chest/sternum, with minimal movement and its body supported by the floor.

sitting Contact to the floor with the feet of the front legs and the posterior portion of
the pig’s body.

standing Contact to the floor with all feet without changing position.

moving Pig in motion, displaying walking or running behavior, with all four legs
actively moving their body forward.

investigating
Pig using its snout to search and dig into the ground or other surfaces, often
in a repetitive manner, as part of its natural behavior to find food or explore
the surroundings.

feeding Focused engagement with a food source, characterized by repeated chewing,
swallowing, and rooting behavior.

defecating Act of elimination, seen as a standing position, followed by the expulsion of
feces from the body.

playing Active engagement with occupation material for pigs like ropes.

miscellaneous All other activities that cannot be allocated to any of the above activities.

The trained model was then used to detect the activities executed by the pigs in
the complete five days of video recordings selected for analysis. The results of activity
recognition indicate the location and time of each detected activity, and can be used in
combination with the previously extracted tracking information to reconstruct sequences
of activities performed by specific pigs.

2.6. Process Mining

The final part of the analysis is the application of process mining to the extracted
activities. Process mining algorithms typically require structured event data at a high level
of abstraction, i.e., a log of events describing when each actor starts and ends with the
execution of specific activities, which in turn refers to specific instances of a process (cases).
Albeit already referring to the abstract activities relevant to the conducted process mining
analysis, the results from activity recognition are at a much lower level of abstraction,
because they simply list the activities detected for each pig at regular time intervals, and
are not organized into cases. To transform the activity recognition results into a structure
complying with process mining, the method presented in [16] was used. Specifically,
Event Abstraction and Case Correlation were used to prepare the input for the process
mining algorithms. For Event Abstraction, multiple subsequently followed detections of
the same activity for the same pig are aggregated to a single instance of this activity using
the temporal aggregation technique with smoothing from [16]. In typical process mining
applications, where the underlying process is a well-structured business process, cases can
typically be defined by the start- and endpoints of the process executions (e.g., a business
process could start when an order for a product is received and finish when the product
has been shipped). In the daily behavior of pigs, however, no such natural notion of a case
exists. To construct cases in a way that each case represents an instance of the same process,
Case Correlation is performed using defined start and end activities using the technique
from [16]. For this, lying was defined as both the start and end activity of each process
instance. This means each instance of the analyzed process starts when a pig stands up and
ends when this same pig lies back down, and therefore captures “active” phases of the pigs.

As the behavior of pigs is unstructured and chaotic, trace clustering [30] is then applied
to the event data. Trace clustering methods divide the event data of an unstructured
process into multiple, separate clusters referring to similar behavior. With trace clustering,
process mining methods are applied to each cluster separately, which typically yields more
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structured results. For our analysis, features such as the occurrence and frequency of events,
and the directly-follows relationships (i.e., if moving occurs directly after lying in a case,
moving directly follows lying) in a case were extracted, scaled by first targeting a mean
around zero and then scaling to unit variance, reduced with PCA set to 99% variance, and
organized into 15 clusters using the k-means algorithm. Finally, the clustered event data
were exported into a representation processed by process mining tools and process models
were discovered for each of the clusters with the process mining software Disco (Fluxicon
BV, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).

3. Results

The results cover the quantification of activities in spatial and temporal resolution
with a focus on the development of a process mining analysis for behavior recognition in
pigs. For process mining analysis, first a purpose needs to be defined [31]. This purpose
guides the analysis with respect to how the data are prepared, how events are extracted and
processed, and which process mining algorithms are applied to the extracted event data.

For the analysis in this study, the daily behavior of pigs was monitored with the
purpose of extracting patterns describing the behavior of pigs in active phases, with the
goal of enabling automatic monitoring of the activity of pigs. The stepwise approach
including general activity quantification, identification of distinct behavioral patterns, and
finally transforming the behavioral patterns into process models, was performed to achieve
this goal. The results of these steps are presented in the following chapter.

3.1. General Activity in the Pen—Quantification of Activities in Spatial and Temporal Resolution

Figure 2 shows average activity scores for the whole pen over time during recording
times (06:00–18:00) for different observation days. Clearly recognized activity patterns
appear at specific times during the day that correspond with feeding times and the general
barn routine. Fixed time periods can be identified according to an increase in activity
occurrence, e.g., similar increases in activity at all observation days are noted around
07:30–08:15, 09:15–10:15, 10:45–11:30, 12:45–13:30, 14:45–15:30, 16:45–17:15 and additionally
at 17:45 until observation end. Furthermore, a link can be set to the feeding which takes
place together with the control walk between 07:10 and 07:30.
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Activity patterns during the day may also be influenced by artificial lighting in the
barn. Lighting was activated from 06:00 until the last control walk (between 15:00 and
16:00). Outside of these times, an orientation light was used for the animals. In addition to
the more semantically abstract activities, uniform periods of rest were observed between
the first observation visit of the staff and the first feeding and between the first two feeding
events respectively, during which the activity score was significantly reduced on all days. In
contrast, activities after the third and fourth feeding phases showed a highly heterogeneous
distribution. However, no significant conclusion can be made about the specific activities
(e.g., feeding, lying, defecating, etc.) or where these activities took place.

Figure 3 illustrates the spatial distribution of relative activity scores within the pen at
different time points for one specific day (13 November 2021). Different activity patterns
can be observed before the first feeding phase in the morning between 06:15–06:45, during
the second feeding phase between 09:15–09:45 and during a heterogeneous activity phase
between 15:30–16:00.
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The spatial distribution of the relative activity score shows clear differences of activity
foci within the bay at different times of the day, with a very low number of activities in the
early morning hours before the first feeding and a higher number of activities at feeding
times, as well as in the later afternoon hours between individual feeding periods.

During the second feeding phase, activity increased in the area of the feeding trough,
which indicates its link with feeding behavior but also in the lying area of the pen. Hetero-
geneous distributions of activity (activity score), distributed throughout the pen with no
focal point of activity, can be observed in the heatmap (shown in Figure 3) from the period
of the later afternoon, which also shows higher activity in the fecal area in the top right
corner. However, the activity score is not sufficient to conclude what type of behavior is
being undertaken in each area of the pen.
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3.2. Accuracy Object, Tracking and Behavior Recognition

The object detector was evaluated using the validation split of the pig detection dataset,
resulting in a mAP@0.5:0.95 of 0.864. In the selected videos, on average 10.6 of 11 pigs (with
a standard deviation of 0.64) were detected per frame. The main challenge for the object
detector was visual occlusion, i.e., when a pig was hidden from the view of the camera by
other pigs’ bodies. When more than 11 pigs were detected in a frame, the bounding boxes
with the lowest detection confidence were discarded such that 11 detections remained.

To evaluate object tracking performance, an evaluation dataset of 14 1-minute video
sequences was sampled from the recordings and manually annotated with ground-truth
tracking information. The tracking performance metrics calculated by comparing the
tracking results on these videos to the ground-truth annotations are reported in Table 2.
When applied to the selected videos, the tracklets reached an average length of 18 min
before an ID switch or tracklet fragmentation, and the longest tracklets spanned over
multiple hours. While this is not optimal (which would produce one 12-h tracklet per pig
per day), the average tracklet length was sufficient to capture behavioral patterns consisting
of multiple, sequentially executed activities.

Table 2. Calculated tracking performance metrics averaged over all evaluation sequences (MOTA:
multiple object tracking accuracy, IDF1: global min-cost F1 score for ID associations, # Switches: total
number of track switches, # Fragmentations: total number of switches from tracked to not tracked).

MOTA IDF1 # Switches # Fragmentations

Average 0.982 0.985 0.5 1.286

Standard Deviation 0.032 0.017 0.76 1.541

A mAP@0.5IoU (mean average precision) of 0.7365 was achieved on the activity
recognition validation set by the trained activity recognition model. The average precision
for each activity class is listed in Table 3. Sitting and standing showed the lowest average
precision values by a large margin. Visual inspection of results has shown that these actions
are occasionally confused with lying by the model, due to similarity in visual appearance
and lack of movement. Good average precision values were achieved for common activities
like lying (0.997), feeding (0.994), defecating (0.960) and playing (0.969).

Table 3. Average precision per activity class as observed in model validation.

Activity AP@0.5IoU

lying 0.997

sitting 0.374

standing 0.296

moving 0.807

investigating 0.793

feeding 0.994

defecating 0.960

playing 0.969

miscellaneous 0.439

3.3. Behavior Patterns and Utilization of the Pen

All the aforementioned behaviors were tracked throughout the entire observation
period. Video data based behavior recognition resulted in predictions for different behavior
patterns. In Table 4, the descriptive statistics of behavior grouped into 10-min blocks can be
observed. These 10-min blocks provided a quantifying overview of the diverse behavioral
patterns observed. The use of these 10-min blocks allowed for a sufficiently detailed
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representation of behavioral changes, and facilitated a clear depiction of variations over the
course of the day. All behavior categories (except for lying) within the observation period
showed observations where none of the respective behaviors were exhibited. Conversely,
there were instances, particularly with lying behavior, where only one behavior was
exhibited by all animals, namely lying. On average lying was the most dominant observed
behavior with only little variation, followed by feeding and investigating.

Table 4. Exemplary overview of the distribution of the individual behaviors summarized in the
exemplary 10-min blocks for the entire data set.

N Min Max Mean SD CV (%)

lying 360 0.094 1.000 0.766 0.233 30%
sitting 360 0.000 0.034 0.002 0.004 229%

standing 360 0.000 0.068 0.004 0.007 163%
moving 360 0.000 0.188 0.020 0.029 145%

investigating 360 0.000 0.577 0.074 0.107 144%
feeding 360 0.000 0.651 0.127 0.149 118%

defecating 360 0.000 0.039 0.003 0.005 198%
playing 360 0.000 0.153 0.004 0.015 346%

miscellaneous 360 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.001 473%

The relative distribution of each behavior across the general daily cycle within the
experimental timeframe is summarized in Figure 4. In this analysis, lying and feeding
behaviors were grouped together with the combined behavior of moving and investigating,
while all other behaviors were categorized as “other”.
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Figure 4. Proportions of the most temporally significant activities such as lying (line chart), feeding,
moving and investigating as well as all other recorded activities summarized (stacked bar chart) over
the selected daily period in 10 min segments.

The most prominent behavior observed was lying, which accounted for up to 98.25% of
the total behaviors in the 10-min time blocks averaged over all observation days. Other
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important behaviors included feeding (0.0–48.6%) and movement behaviors such as inves-
tigating (1.1–22.3%) or moving (0.1–11.1%). Other behaviors, such as defecating, had only
brief occurrences, representing a small proportion of the overall time (0.0–1.3%).

The results confirm the hypothesis derived from the activity scores, indicating that the
most pronounced changes in behavior occur during the seven feeding times. Lying behavior
significantly decreased during the feeding episodes, while both movement behavior and
feeding behavior increased. Although lying behavior almost returned to baseline levels
between the morning feeding episodes, its proportion steadily declined throughout the day
between feedings. Conversely, the proportions of behaviors associated with feeding during
the feeding times increased (lowest proportion of feeding behavior during the second
feeding: 29.3%, highest proportion during the sixth feeding: 48.6%).

The movement behaviors of moving and investigating were particularly pronounced
after the feeding times and continued to increase between the feeding episodes throughout
the day. Figure 5 illustrates the differentiated analysis between investigating and moving
behaviors, showing that investigating behavior was more prevalent in the morning, while
the movement behavior of moving increased toward the afternoon. Overall, a more
heterogeneous distribution of different behaviors seemed to occur in the afternoon, even
outside the feeding times.
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Figure 5. Proportions of the estimated activities such as investigating, moving, playing and defecating
over the selected daily period in 10 min segments.

The playing and defecating behaviors occurred proportionally for a shorter duration of
time. The playing behavior exhibited an increase toward later times of the day, whereas the
defecating behavior occurred at irregular intervals throughout the day. It can be observed
that individual defecation events took a relatively short duration, thus, as shown here
accounting for a minor portion of the overall time budget. However, of greater importance
than the average duration of defecation was the frequency of individual defecation be-
haviors and their specific locations. On average, each pig exhibited defecation behavior
approximately 5.31 (SD 1.2) times per day.

In addition to the temporal distribution of different behaviors, Figure 6 depicts the
spatial occurrence of selected behaviors (lying, feeding, defecating, playing) for one day
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(13 November 2021). All recorded instances of lying, feeding, defecating and playing
behaviors were assigned to the spatial coordinates of the pig pen, as extracted from the
video footage. Evidently, there was a clustering of certain behaviors in specific areas of the
pen. Feeding behavior appeared to be frequent near the feeding trough, while defecating
behavior was more prevalent in one corner of the pig enclosure. In contrast, lying behavior
was observed more frequently on the opposite side. Playing behavior was mainly detected
close to the sisal rope. Only a few incidents appeared where specific behavior (e.g., lying,
feeding, defecating, playing) was not detected in the specific spatial area.
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video camera.

3.4. Behavior Sequences/Process Mining

For process mining analysis, the event log extracted with the abstraction methods
described in Section 2 was analyzed. This event log contains events that each indicate a pig
performing an activity at a specific point in time. For each pig, the corresponding sequence
of events lists the sequence of activities performed by this pig through time. The process
mining analysis looked at behaviorally active phases (i.e., the behaviors between a pig
standing up and lying back down). In the event log, each active phase of a pig is defined as
a separate instance of the general underlying process (case). As lying is used as the activity
indicating both the start and end of a process, this definition does not include behavioral
patterns that are centered around lying. However, for the purpose of the analysis, it is
sufficient to capture the lying frequency “statically” without a process mining analysis.

To extract process models from the event log, Disco was used for process discovery.
In Disco, the process models, which are represented as vector models, are visualized as
directed graphs where the nodes (boxes) represent an activity type and the edges (arrows)
represent the discovered relationships between different activity types. These process
models depict the sequences in which individual activities can unfold in the process,
with paths connecting activities that follow each other. In the visualized process models,
activity types are annotated with the frequency in which they occur in the extracted event
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data. Similarly, the arrows are annotated with the frequency in which the linked activities
were observed following each other. Disco provides two filtering options, namely the
Activities and Paths filters, which can be used to exclude rarely occurring activities and
paths (i.e., sequences of activities) from the process model, and reduce the process models
to visualize only the more common and significant paths.

The process model encompassing all activities extracted reveals a multitude of paths
between and among activities, irrespective of their significance and occurrence (Figure 7). It
becomes apparent that the vectors exhibit significant variations, owing to the fact that some
paths are supported by only a small number of instances (e.g., only a few pigs transition
from Activity A to Activity B via this particular path), while other activity sequences occur
much more frequently.
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Figure 7. Process model discovered from all extracted activities with end of lying as a starting point
(lying_start) and lying down again as static end points (lying_end) and nodes (boxes) representing
an activity type and edges (arrows) representing the discovered relationships between different
activity types.

Because it combines a multitude of different behavioral patterns, this model does not
show any obvious apparent structure. Models like this, with a high degree of connection
between activities, are known as “spaghetti models” to process analysts, and typically
provide little to no analytical value. Process models become particularly interesting when
certain behavioral patterns emerge, revealing recurring sequences of individual behaviors.

For a detailed analysis of specific sequences of behavioral patterns, it is advisable to
filter out insignificant vectors to enhance clarity and comprehensibility. In order to identify
and present such characteristic behavioral sequences in a clear manner, individual clusters
were formed from the entire process data, and less prominent paths were filtered out.

In Figure 8, 3 out of all 15 clustered event datasets are depicted as process models
of behavioral sequences (Figure 8a–c) each having end of lying as a starting point (ly-
ing_start) and lying down again as static end points (lying_end) of the models. These
clustered behavioral models—with a focus on (a) feeding, (b) investigating and playing and
(c) defecating—demonstrate that investigating, along with moving, represents a significant
behavior immediately following lying. However, these two behaviors, particularly moving,
are typically intermediate steps toward the ultimate goal behavior, such as feeding, playing,
or further investigating. The example of feeding behavior (Figure 8a) shows moving as an
intermediate step before and during feeding.
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Investigating on the other hand can also be identified as a key role before, after or in
between different activities as in the examples of playing behavior (Figure 8b) or defecating
behavior (Figure 8c). The latter cluster highlights the activity and behavioral sequences
before, during and after the defecation process. As an example, out of 129 selected lying
events, 64 transitioned into investigating behavior, while 39 lead to moving behavior, and
11 directly exhibited defecating behavior (missing branches to the total sum have been
filtered out due to insignificant occurrence). Different process loops emerged with switches
between defecating and investigating behaviors as well as moving and investigating
behavior, ultimately resulting in lying down again, either directly or indirectly.

4. Discussion

This study described the steps necessary to apply process mining on video data with
the purpose of identifying behaviors of fattening pigs. In detail the different steps from
raw video data to automated process analyses, were described.

4.1. General Activity in the Pen

Video analysis is a widely used non-intrusive method in pig activity studies. This
study identified distinct activity patterns, with high activity during feeding and the early
afternoon, and low activity between morning feedings. This contrasts with other findings
where pigs were more active in the morning [32–35]. Previous studies have also reported
activity variations due to management and feeding [36,37]. Active phases during feeding
times are linked to restricted feed access, as evidenced by studies with ad libitum feed
distribution not showing similar daily activity peaks [6,38].
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4.2. Behavior Patterns and Utilization of the Pen
4.2.1. Feeding

The feeding frequency of conventionally housed fattening pigs is 2–3 times daily,
with feed consumed within 15 min after feeding [39,40] while it is suggested that offering
feed more often may not be valuable considering short and active eating times [39]. In
competitive situations, pigs’ diurnal patterns in feeding become less pronounced, and
they will eat throughout the day rather than in two distinct peaks and will shift part
of their feeding behavior into the night [41]. In this study the “feeding” behavior was
increasingly detected directly after feed distribution which happened up to seven times
per day. However, feeding activities were also detected as behavior patterns even when no
feed was distributed. This was particularly evident later in the day, where up to 15% of
all behaviors were still classified as feeding even 1.5 h after the last feeding dosage. It is
highly likely that these behaviors do not represent actual feeding but rather other activities
or visits to the feeding trough mistakenly attributed to feeding behavior. Furthermore,
the association of specific movement patterns with particular behaviors also depends on
the duration for which individual movement patterns need to be exhibited before being
assigned to a specific behavioral category. Short visits to the feeding trough that do not
indicate sustained feeding behavior should ideally be classified as investigating rather than
feeding. Therefore, the duration of movement patterns plays a crucial role in determining
their association with specific behaviors.

Regarding spatial distribution, the predominant occurrence of feeding behavior was
observed in close proximity to the feeding trough, while a limited number of exceptions
exhibited feeding behavior in alternative regions of the enclosure. However, in the case of
feeding behavior these errors can easily be identified as the real feeding behavior pattern is
directly linked to the feeding trough.

4.2.2. Defecating

Pigs tend to defecate multiple times throughout the day, while the actual time spent
defecating is relatively short. The defecation frequency of grouped housed pigs varies
depending on their diet and housing conditions. Pigs fed commercial diets with low fiber
content generally have a decreased number of defecations, while pigs with higher fiber
intake or on pasture may have an increased number of defecations [42]. According to
Guo et al., 2015 [43] a total of 17.9 eliminative events per animal per day can happen
among grouped housed pigs including urinations and defecations. Most eliminations in
growing pigs occur during the daytime with the peak between 13:00 and 14:00 h, indicating
a diurnal variation in elimination patterns [42,43]. Additionally, there is a positive correla-
tion between pigs’ elimination and drinking behavior, as well as a relationship between
urination frequency and activity level. In this study, only defecation behavior was classified
as elimination behavior, confirming a peak in defecation during the early afternoon hours.
The frequency of defecation events aligns with plausible results from other studies with
four to seveen defecation events per pig per day [10,44]. Spatially, the identified defecation
events were concentrated in a corner of the pen. This corresponds to the intrinsic behavior
of pigs to create designated defecation areas away from resting areas and in protected
locations, such as in this case, against the pen walls. The study by Guo et al., (2015) found
that the pigs preferred corners as dunging areas intending to prevent them from being
disturbed during elimination. Adhering to designated defecation areas is crucial for pen
hygiene and the mitigation of emissions. Deviations from this behavior can quickly lead to
contamination in other areas of the pen, such as the resting area resulting in unsolicited
hygienic issues and potential emission sources for ammonia and other gasses. In this
study, deviations in accessing the defecation area for defecation purposes were scarcely
observed, as due to the consistent climatic conditions and the relatively short duration of
the experiment, deviations were unlikely.
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4.2.3. Lying/Resting

Comparable to Ekkel et al., (2003) and Ruckebush et al., (1972) [38,45], the findings in
this study highlight lying behavior as the dominant activity, accounting for up to 80% of
the total time budget, while the percentage of lying decreased during the latter half of the
day. No conclusions can be drawn regarding nocturnal lying activities, as the evaluation
period did not encompass nighttime observations. Lying behavior predominantly occurred
within the clustered lying area, indicating a preference for specific lying zones. Additional
spatial distribution analysis could quantify space requirements for all lying pigs, taking
into account their tendency to lie down simultaneously for a substantial portion of the day.
Notably, this study did not consider the lying posture of the pigs. Differentiating between
lying postures which are known to vary throughout the day [38] could provide additional
insights into climate conditions.

4.3. Behavior Sequences/Process Mining

The focus of this study was to investigate general patterns of behavior occurrence and
succession rather than tracking individual animals and their complete behavior sequence.
There are various approaches available for individual tracking, including those based on
video data [46], as well as the utilization of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technol-
ogy. RFID chips offer an alternative means to track animal encounters and interactions with
objects [47–49], which could present an interesting avenue as ID verification in combination
with tracking based on video data.

4.3.1. Defecating

Pigs tend to show specific behavior sequences like eating, drinking, urinating, and
defecating as normal behavior. The general defecation behavior of grouped housed pigs
involves sniffing before elimination in 50–70% of observations and followed by moving
away immediately after elimination [42]. Typical elimination sequences are exploring-
elimination-moving and moving-elimination-moving [43] or as described by Wechsler and
Bachmann (1998) [50] in detail: enter the dunging area, sniff, posture, defecate/urinate. Sim-
ilar behavioral sequences can be observed in this study using process mining of video data.
Clustered process models identified the sequence investigating-defecating-investigating
together with investigating-moving-investigating as major behavior sequences for the
defecation process which is consistent with the literature.

The analyses of defecation behavior and its integration into behavior sequences can
serve as crucial early warning tools for detecting anomalies in management practices [9,43].
Deviations from the designated defecation area or alterations in defecation behavior within
behavior sequences due to external disruptions or specific environmental conditions
(e.g., climatic factors) can be utilized as valuable management indicators. Monitoring
and recognizing such changes in defecation patterns may aid in identifying potential issues
in pig husbandry and provide valuable insights for optimizing management strategies to
ensure animal welfare and overall system efficiency.

4.3.2. Feeding

The feeding behavior of fattening pigs is highly dependent on the management system.
In feeding managements comparable to this study (with restricted access to feed and
fixed feeding times) pigs tend to demonstrate movement towards the feeding trough
in close temporal proximity to their regular feeding schedule. Additionally, pigs are
stimulated by the group in movement and feeding [51]. Behavior sequences identified
in the clustered process models in this study highlight the behavior sequence of moving-
feeding, direct link to feeding (Figure 8a) or looped behavior of moving-feeding-moving (or
investigating-feeding-investigating data not shown here) in between two lying periods. A
severe amount of feeding activities could be identified between two lying periods without
additional moving or investigating behavior. These different findings generally comply
with the assumptions from Signoret et al., (1975) [51]. This indicates that the process mining
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approach can identify relevant behavioral sequences. Deviations are noticeable in cases
where feeding behavior directly follows lying behavior and then transitions back into
lying behavior. It is highly likely that this pattern is influenced by the duration of time a
specific behavior needs to be performed before it can be attributed to a particular category.
Fine-tuning the threshold settings for this duration could be one possibility to enhance the
accuracy and robustness of the models.

The application of process mining on video data enables the identification of behavior
sequences and holds potential for behavioral analysis under various influencing factors.
Moreover, it can be considered as an early warning tool, capable of detecting deviations
from established and typical behavior sequences, facilitating timely intervention and
improved management practices.

5. Conclusions

The steps of the path from activity recognition in image data to the new approach
of identification of behavioral sequences using process mining for describing behavioral
patterns in pigs exhibit similar approaches to what happens in the pig pen, albeit with
increasing levels of detail. All results from the steps of the path demonstrate plausible
conclusions and can be measured with comparable approaches. The process models for
describing behavioral sequences in pig behavior represent a novel approach that success-
fully identifies individual behavioral patterns and clusters them into distinct sequences.
Future in-depth analyses could depict additional behavioral sequences with different start
and end behaviors or consider further behavioral differentiations. Overall, this method
presents a promising approach for the automated assessment of pig behavior and behav-
ioral sequences based on video data. The identification of such behavioral sequences is
crucial for understanding the natural flow of activities and the underlying patterns in pig
behavior. This knowledge can inform management decisions and shed light on potential
deviations or anomalies that require attention. The recognition and spatial assignment
of defecation behavior can be a valuable tool in reducing workload and minimizing envi-
ronmental impact by ensuring adherence to designated defecation areas, particularly in
freely ventilated barns with structured functional areas. Further investigations are needed
to transfer this method to structured multi-area pens with or without freely ventilated
conditions. Also additional efforts should focus on refining the process mining approach
by exploring different threshold settings and incorporating additional variables to improve
the models.
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